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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to design and build a 60 lb. weight class autonomous
combat robot that will participate in the international RoboGames competition. Being
autonomous will allow the combat robot to outperform manually driven robots during
competition. The chosen design is a dual wedge robot which has a parallelogram shape. There is
a wedge on the front of the robot as well as another wedge on the back. In the case the robot is
flipped upside down, it can still fight due to the wedge on the back of the robot. In order to be in
compliance with RoboGames rules, the robot must be able to be controlled manually.
[AS]
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1. Problem Statement
1.1 Need
Combat robotics is a discipline that requires much skill and a quick response time. It is
often the case that the winner is not the best robot, but rather the best operator. Human operators
inherently lack a consistent, fast reaction time when using a remote controlled system for combat
robots. Human operators also have difficulty keeping up with the fast decision making necessary
to maneuver their combat robots. It would be much faster and more effective for a combat robot
to operate independently of human controls. Autonomous control of the operation and
locomotion of a combat robot would outperform a manual operator.
A fully autonomous system has the ability to make algorithmic decisions, follow a
locomotion algorithm, and attack with more precision than a manual operator. Therefore, an
autonomous combat robot is needed to outperform opponents in movement and weapon reaction
time.
[AS, FA, CH]
1.2 Objective
The objective of this project is to design and build a 60 lb weight class combat robot that
will function autonomously and outperform the manually driven robots during competition.
While running autonomously, the robot will use LiDAR sensors to detect its environment
and the opponent, and will attack the opponent when possible. This robot will also be able to be
remote controlled in manual mode. This will mitigate the risk in case the autonomy or sensors
fail. LED lights on the robot will indicate whether it is in full autonomous or manual override
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mode. The system will also be able to be armed and disarmed remotely, even while in
autonomous mode. Lastly, the robot will incorporate an emergency shut off and braking system.
The autonomous combat robot will outperform its human driven opponents by following
a variety of combat algorithms. The autonomous system will follow an intercept or escape
locomotion pattern to outperform the human operators. While the weapon systems are reaching
full speed, the combat robot will follow a avoidance and escape algorithm. When the weapon
system is ready the robot will follow an intercept algorithm to attack the opponent. The
autonomous system will also attempt to keep the robot pointed in the correct orientation, facing
the opponent at all times.
This project is a robotic system. It will have heavy reliance on electrical, software, and
mechanical subsystems. The design team for this project consists of five electrical engineering
students, two computer engineering students, and three mechanical engineering students. These
students will be split into three teams - sensing and autonomy (ECE Team 7A), motion and
actualization (ECE Team 7B), and mechanical and structural (ME Team). While these teams will
have separate deliverables and responsibilities, they will coordinate closely with each other to
maintain a coherent end project. A brief breakdown of the teams and their roles is given below.
[TW, CH]
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Role of Electrical and Computer Team 7A
● Create the control, feedback, and sensing system to control the combat robot
● Implement opponent facing tracking algorithm
● Implement control intercept or escape algorithm
● Create LiDAR sensing data interpretation and detection programming and algorithm
● Autonomous sensing and control

Role of Electrical and Computer Team 7B
● Convert signal from Team 7A’s control algorithms into movement instructions
● Control of electric motor system
● Control of weapon system
● Create the power system to run the motors and robotic system
● Meet Robogames electrical safety standards (emergency stop, manual control, etc.)

Role of Mechanical Team 1
● Create the robot’s chassis
● Create the mechanical weapon system
● Create a mechanical drive system
[CH, TW]

The mechanical engineering team has obtained preliminary approval to work with the electrical and computer
engineering team from the Mechanical Engineering Department, and is in the process of receiving full approval
upon the approval of the ECE’s final proposal. The mechanical engineering team will synchronize its deadlines with
the ECE team’s deadlines in completion of their requirements with the project.
1
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This document will focus on ECE Team 7B, which is the motion and actualization team.
The role of this team will be to design an embedded system, embedded system, control system,
and general electrical system that can turn the processed sensing data from ECE Team 7A and
translate it into motion via a decision algorithm, power supply, and motor controller interfaces.
Team 7B will also be responsible for implementing manual control via interfacing with an RC
controller and meeting various other Robogames regulations such as emergency stops, visual
status indicators, and electrical safety.
[TW]
1.3 Background
The following sections provide a background and general overview of the combat robot
design approach.
[TT]
1.3.1 Research Survey
Currently, the vast majority of combat robots operate by being remote controlled by a
operator. Autonomy requires additional financial investments and far more work. However, the
benefits of these investments are well worth the cost for first time contenders facing operators
with many years of experience.
The explicit goal of combat robotics is to immobilize the opponent robot before it can do
the same to one’s own robot. There are many ways to accomplish this, from attacking with blunt
force, to trying to impale key mechanisms of the robot, to lifting and getting the opponent robot
stuck in an immobile position. The key to a successful combat robot is having both powerful
offensive and defensive strategies.
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Table 1 below shows a trade off analysis of the typical combat robotics weapon systems.
This was used as a research tool to determine the best combat weapon system for the
autonomous robot.
Style

Pros

Cons

Wedge

- Structural integrity provides an excellent
defense
- Simple design
- Able to get under an opponent to drive them
into the wall or other hazards
- Can incorporate other design features

- Must have a skilled operator
- Weak offense
- Weak matchup against other
wedges
- Some competitions have banned
combat bots that only use wedges

Spinner - Weapon serves as both offense and defense
- Low skill floor for operator

Drum

- High destructive potential
- Allows for a sturdy frame
- Room for additional features

- Potential to damage itself
- Difficult to design
- Difficult to upgrade with
additional features
- Difficult to control

Crusher - Potential to cause structural damage via
blunt force
- Allows for a sturdy frame

- Requires a skilled operator to
operate manually
- Hard to stay within weight limits

Flipper

- Potential to flip other robots over for
damage or immobilization
- Room for additional features

-Requires a skilled operator to
operate manually
-Weapon presents a vulnerable spot
-Pneumatics limited by air tank size

Hybrid

- Flexibility and ability to have multiple
weapon systems

-Complex design
-Hard to keep within weight
restrictions

Table 1: Comparison of Combat Robot Types [1]
[TT]
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The proposed combat robot will be operated autonomously, with an option to be
controlled manually if desired. A major component in creating autonomous robots is sensing
their surrounding environment. Although the sensor(s) that will be used for this project has yet to
be selected, the combat bot will most likely use existing sensors for automation purposes. Three
sensors will be discussed for this project: LiDAR sensors, ultrasound sensors, and photoelectric
sensors.
LiDAR (light detection and ranging) sensors use light in the form of pulsed lasers to
detect an object’s distance from the sensor. When it shoots a laser out, the laser will hit an object
and that object will reflect the laser back to the sensor. The sensor measures the time it takes to
receive the reflection and by using the speed of light, it then calculates the distance of the object
is from the sensor. LiDAR sensors shoot out approximately 150,000 pulses per second, so they
can quickly build a “map” of their surroundings [2]. This seems like the ideal sensor for the
combat robot because it can provide a map of the area and it will easily identify the opponent
from the point cloud data.
An ultrasound sensor is similar to a LiDAR sensor in that it measures its distance from an
object, but uses sound instead of light. It sends out a sound wave at a specific frequency and
waits for the wave to hit an object and bounce back. Based on the time the sound wave takes to
bounce back and the speed of sound, the ultrasound sensor can determine its distance from the
object the sound wave hit. This sensor would not work if it were to hit an object that deflects the
sound wave instead of returning it to the sensor, or if it hit something that was made of a material
that absorbs sound instead of reflecting it [3]. This is why it would not be a good choice.
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Photoelectric sensors are used extensively in the field of automation. They can detect
objects as small as 1mm in diameter, and objects as far as 60m away [4]. There are many
different types of photoelectric sensors, but all of them use a light transmitter, often infrared, and
receiver. Depending on the type of sensor used, one of two things will happen. 1) When the
infrared signal hits an object, it is reflected back to the signal and is received by a photoelectric
receiver. 2) When the infrared signal hits an object, the object breaks the light beam, and an
object can be sensed in that way instead of by its reflection. Photoelectric sensors can be used to
not only detect the object’s distance from the sensor, but also the object’s color, size, shape,
presence, among other features [5, 6]. The drawback of these sensors is they are used in a yes or
no configuration. They are generally used to tell if a object is directly in front of the sensor, not
to 3d map or sense the environment.
[TT]
Another potential sensor would be the Microsoft’s Kinect sensor, which used infrared
sensors. Infrared sensors are good for detection between 1-5 meters or 3-15 feet. The arena is 40
feet by 40 feet. Therefore, infrared sensors will not be sufficient for the competition. Microsoft’s
Kinect system uses infrared so the system being used will need a more novel sensor design. After
further research a LiDAR system seems to be the best choice due to its high range and accurate
position sensing capabilities, while still being cost effective.
[AS]
Almost all combat robots at robogames are manually-controlled, which means their
effectiveness in competition is severely limited by the skill level and reaction time of their
operator. This flaw in current designs exists because the algorithms and sensors needed to have a
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competitive combat robot are quite complex. If one were to write such an algorithm that could
effectively perform combat maneuvers and pair it with an adequate sensor array and a robust,
reliable combat robot, the resulting combination could yield a very competitive end product.
While there was a senior design team during the 2017-2018 school year that constructed
an autonomous combat robot, it was a very complex and heavy (220 lb) design, and thus
encountered issues with reliability. In addition, this contributes to limited autonomous
capabilities, which are restricted to simple fight or flight. While their design was excellent, there
is room for further improvement. With a lighter, simpler design, the proposed combat robot
could autonomously perform more advanced maneuvers such as, intercept and escape
maneuvers, attacking with the wedge and drum, and keeping the robots wedge always facing the
opponent to defend against their weapon.
This bot is similar to existing designs because it still has all of the components of a
traditional combat bot. It will have a weapon as well as all of the required electrical engineering
components. For example, it will have motors, actuators, controls, power supplies, programming,
wireless communications, etc. It is also similar to other self-driving (autonomous) vehicles
because it will use LiDAR sensors to accomplish autonomy. Note that, although LiDAR is
constantly used for self-driven vehicles, autonomous combat bots are not the standard. Most
combat bots have an operator who controls the bot during a fight. Thus, making the bot
autonomous is different from existing technologies.
[TT]
There are current patents on robotic systems that are similar to the one in which the team
will create. Some interesting ideas can be drawn from these innovative patents.
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One of these was a patent on a combat robot which used a walking system instead of the
conventional wheels. This was proposed because many combat robots fail because they lose
mobility due to there fragile rubber wheels being destroyed. The weapon system on this robot
was of the flipping kind [7].
Another patent of interest is a combat robot which uses infrared emitters to sense its
surroundings and autonomously detect and attack the opponent robot. This robot was a wedge
combat design. The design mitigates the weakness of external vulnerable wheels by having them
enclosed within its chassis [8].
A further patent found was on a flipping- wedge hybrid robotic combat system. This
patent only discussed the weapon system design. The robot was of a wedge shape, and could
function as a wedge combat robot to attack other bots by flipping them over and preventing their
mobility. (If the wheel system was on the bottom of there robot). The more interesting weapon of
this system was a flipping arm. The combat robot would have a arm which could reach under
other robots and then lift at high velocity to send the opponent in the air. This system was driven
by pneumatic circuits. It would used a compressed gas tank to drive the arm with a very large
torque to flip the other robot [9].
[CH]
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1.3.2 Proposed Design Overview
For offense, the combat robot will use drum method, which involves an upward spinning
horizontal drum with extensions used to hit and possibly throw the opponent robot. This drum
will be in combination with a wedge. Hybrid combat robots are often not used because of
complexity of design but having a mechanical subteam will allow the team to make a more
complex and effective weapon system. Most notably, the drum method is also used by Touro
Maximus, a long time contender and multiple time finalist in combat robotics tournaments. The
wedge method was used by the winning robogames combat robot Original Sin. By combining
these two weapon systems and having a fully autonomous robot, it can outperform its opponents.
By using autonomy, this method can be further enhanced to make sure the weapon system turns
to face the opponent as fast as possible, and can follow ideal intercept and escape paths.
On the defensive side, it is a clear advantage to have a robot that can withstand being
flipped. Robots that can operate on their back usually recover more effectively from being tossed
as well. However, the design should also focus on a hard outer shell that resists damage to both
blunt and sharp attacks. Autonomy can also help defensively, by allowing the robot to sense in
all directions where the opponent is and turn to face the opponent with the weapon system before
the opponent can strike from behind or from the side.
[FA]
The team has found that LiDAR is the best sensing technology for automated driving of
combat robots. In 3D applications, it uses a laser beam to scan the environment with very high
accuracy, and as a result is highly suited for estimating shapes of objects [10]. The data returned
by LiDAR can be interpreted as a 3D point cloud, where clusters of detected points form objects.
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The robot’s algorithm will accept this 3D point cloud and divide it into foreground and
background layers [11]. To determine if the opponent robot is in range, it will analyze the surface
of the foreground layer and determine if it is a flat wall or an opponent based on the curvature of
the point cloud. This method has already been tested using Microsoft XBox Kinect sensors by
the former University of Akron Combat Robotics team, and has shown promising results.
Internally, LiDAR works by using a rotating mirror system to take panoramic picture data. It is
controlled by motors and rotary encoders that determine the tilt of the mirrors used to take the
pictures [12]. This mechanical complexity along with the large amount of data processing make
this very expensive. Smaller, cheaper versions are used in mobile robots such as Aethon's
autonomous TUG robots used in hospitals [13].
The goal of the autonomous system is to drive the robot better than a user would. Higher
complexity locomotion algorithms will be used to give the combat robot a significant edge above
all manual robots. This will be done by implementing two algorithms for movement. The first
being a intercept or escape algorithm. The second being an algorithm that utilizes the robot’s
weapon design, which will attempt to keep the defensive wedge pointed at the opponent at all
times.
The intercept or escape algorithm will determine if the robot should be avoiding or
attacking the opponent. This will be dependent on if the chosen drum is at a optimal velocity and
the robot is in optimal health. If the robot’s drum weapon is at a acceptable speed the team will
enter the intercept dynamics of the robot, and if the drum is still speeding up the robot will enter
escape. During intercept the robot will use the current and previous position of the enemy to
determine its direction and position. It can then use the intercept algorithm to attack the
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opponent. Instead of using a simple tracking algorithm and traversing directly toward the
opponent, the robot will use a algorithm based on vector mathematics. The algorithm will
command the robot to travel to where the opponent will be, not where the opponent is. This
similar to a predator catching prey to quickly intercept the opponent. This algorithm will succeed
against a manual operator of an opposing robot attempting to flee [14].
The opponent facing tracking algorithm will implement a defensive strategy used by
human wedge operators. The strategy is to keep the wedge always facing the opponent. This will
cause the attacking opponent to drive on top of the wedge, and potentially flip over, when
attempting to attack. When driving on top of the autonomous combat robot, the attacking robot’s
weapon system will miss the autonomous robot and give it a opening to attack using the drum
weapon.
[CH]
Team 7B will receive an angle from Team 7A as well as an intercept/escape signal. This
information and the information from the RC controllers will be used to determine if the combat
bot should operate in manual or autonomy mode. Once the mode of operation is determined, the
data from Team 7A or the data from the RC controller will be used to determine what to do to
the motors to achieve those instructions. This will involve a control system design to achieve
motion of the motors specific to angles, directions, and intercept/escape.
[TT]
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1.4 Marketing Requirements
The marketing requirements for team 7B’s part of the the combat robot system are as
follows:
1. The robot shall have an internal, rechargeable power system for motor control and sensor
operation.
2. The robot shall indicate when it is in autonomous mode.
3. The robot shall operate for the duration of the match.
4. The robot shall have a manual control mode as per robogames rules.
5. The robot shall have an emergency stop for all weapon and movement systems
6. The robot shall accept autonomous algorithm output signals from team 7A’s system and
turn them into motion.
[AS, TT, TW]
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1.5 Objective Tree
The objective tree for the fully autonomous combat robot is shown in Figure 1 below.
This was derived from the marketing requirements.

Figure 1: Combat Robot Objective Tree
[AS, TT]
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2. Design Requirements Specification
Table 2 contains the engineering requirements along with the marketing requirement(s)
they correspond to and the justification for why each engineering requirement is necessary.
Marketing
Requirements

Engineering Requirements

Justification

1 ,3

1. Internal power system should be able to
run the robot for at least 4 minutes under full
load.

Duration of the match is 3 minutes.

1, 5

2. The power system shall have overcurrent
protection that trips at 110% of the battery’s
maximum impulse amp rate.

Exceeding current limits of the battery
could be an electrical hazard and cause
catastrophic failure.

1

3. The weight of the battery and electronic
components designed and used shall not
exceed 10 lbs.

Contributes to weight requirement of 60lbs.

1, 3

4. The power system shall be able to provide
the motors and microcontrollers with enough
power to all run simultaneously at top speed.

Needed to run the robot.

2

5. The robot shall indicate when it is in
autonomous mode with a visual indicator.

This is a requirement of RoboGames.

4, 5

6. An emergency stop signal from the RC
controller shall be used to stop all motion of
the robot within 60 seconds.

This is a requirement of RoboGames. It
will also ensure safety when testing.

4

7. The robot shall have a manual control
mode, operated with an RC controller.

This is a requirement of RoboGames.

4

8. The robot shall not start in autonomous
mode when first powered on.

Safety

6

9. Team 7B’s embedded system shall be be
able to communicate with team 7A’s
microcontroller(s).

This is necessary for the robot to be able to
move autonomously.

6

10. The weapon motor shall be able to reach
a rotation speed of 2500 rpm.

This is needed in order for the robot to do
damage to an opposing robot.

Table 2: Design Requirements Specification Table
[AS, TT, TW]
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3. Accepted Technical Design
The sections below describe the system design.
[TT]
3.1 Design Calculations
The following equations govern the basic design of the power system:
V = I*R
P = V*I = (I^2)*R = (V^2)/R
AH = A*Hours
WH = W*Hours
Selecting an appropriate capacity battery package is appropriate for the system. A set of
cells should have enough AH to run the system for at least 4 minutes to meet the established
design requirements. The capacity needed can be calculated from the following equations:
Total Current Draw = Sum of All Currents
AH = (T otal Current Draw) * (4 minutes) *

(1 hour)
(60 minutes)

where AH is the desired battery capacity in Amp-Hours.
Making some approximations, it is noted that roughly ~39A will be needed to run the
system at full-speed. This means that a capacity of just over 2.5 AH is needed to run for four
minutes.
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The following calculations were used to determine the selection of the motors for the
robot:
To begin with, required speed for the motors were found using this formula:
Robot Speed [M ph] =

(Distance P er W heel Rotation)*(M otor T op Speed)
(Gearbox Gear Ratio)

After conversion factors were accounted for, it was determined that in order to travel at a speed
of 10mph, the drive motors had to turn at about 5000 rpm.
The next step was to consider acceleration of the robot. The following equations were
used:
∑ F orce on W heels =

2*(M otor T orque)*(M otor Speed)*(Conversion of U nits)
(Gearbox Gear Ratio)

Robot Acceleration [f t/s2 ] = (∑ F orce on W heels) * (M ass of Robot) * (Conversion F actor)
Assuming a potential motor torque of 85 oz-in (motor decided later), the robot could reach top
speed in about 4 seconds from a standstill. This was deemed acceptable.
Using these calculations, it was deemed necessary to find drive motors with a nominal
speed of at least 5000 rpm and torque of 85 oz-in.
Lastly, in order to control the speed of these motors, a DC voltage of variable amplitude
had to be applied to their terminals. This is achieved by generating a PWM with a motor
controller. For all intents and purposes, the DC voltage across a motors terminals is equal to the
average voltage across the terminals. The average voltage across a motor is determined by the
following equation:
V Avg = (P W M Duty Cycle) * V max
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In this case, the amplitude of the PWM from the motor controller, Vmax = 24V (the rail).
A motor controller had to be selected that could achieve a duty cycle from 0% - 100% to allow
for variable speed control. The motor controller would also have to be able to output a maximum
amplitude of 24V to allow the motors to run at top speed. Note that this PWM being output by
the motor controller will have the same frequency and duty cycle (D) as the PWM being sent
into the motor controller, but it will have a much higher amplitude. Using this principle, the
speed of a motor can be varied by varying the duty cycle of the PWM signal being sent to the
motor controller.
[TW]
3.2 System Overview
The sections below present an overview to the hardware, software, and mechanical
systems of the combat bot.
[TT]
3.2.1 Hardware Overview
RoboGames competitions put a heavy strain on the electrical systems of any combat
robot, especially the motors. Due to the sensitivity of the electronics needed to support
autonomy, a robust, reliable, and interference-free electrical system is required to ensure peak
performance and continued operation even when damage is sustained throughout the
competition.
The hardware system shall include a set of batteries with enough capacity to run the
robot under a heavy load for the entirety of an intense 3 minute round of combat. The system
will also contain 24V, 5V, and 3.3V rails to supply power to both Team 7B and Team 7A’s
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electronics. There will also be proper overcurrent protection in place to prevent critical failure.
The below block diagrams represent an overview of the hardware design of the combat bot.
[TW]
3.2.1.1 Hardware Block Diagrams
The below sections show the block diagrams of the hardware system.
[TT]
3.2.1.1.1 Level 0 Hardware Block Diagram with Functional Requirement Table
The level 0 block diagram indicates the top-level inputs and outputs of the fully
autonomous combat robot. Figure 2 shows the level 0 diagram for DT07B’s part of the
autonomous combat robot.
[CH]

Figure 2: Level 0 Hardware Block Diagram
[TT, TW]
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The level 0 functional requirement table, indicating the top-level inputs and outputs of the
fully autonomous combat robot, as shown in Table 3 below.
Module

Combat Robot

Inputs

● Autonomous control algorithm signals from DT07A’s system
● Manual Control Signal
● Emergency Stop

Outputs

●
●
●
●

Motion Motor Control Signals
Weapon Motor Control Signals
LED Status indicators
Power

Functionality Accepts a signal from DT07A’s autonomous control algorithm and translates it
into motor control for motion and weapon motors. Also accepts manual control
signal from handheld controller, should autonomous mode fail. Will use LEDs
to indicate manual or autonomous mode. Supplies power to DT07A.
Table 3: Level 0 Functional Requirement Table
[FA, CH, AS, TT, TW]
3.2.1.1.2 Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram with Functional Requirement Table
The level 1 block diagram is an expansion of the level 0 diagram. Figure 3 shows the
level 1 diagram for DT07B’s part of the autonomous combat robot.
[TW]

Figure 3: Level 1 Hardware Block Diagram
[AS]
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The level 1 functional requirement table, indicating the second-level inputs and outputs
of the fully autonomous combat robot, as shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6 below.
Module

Robot Control Center

Inputs

● Fight or Flight Signal
● Autonomous Enable/Emergency Stop

Outputs

● Operating Status
● Motion Motor Control
● Weapon Motor Control

Functionality Controls motor movement.
Table 4: Level 1 Robot Control Center Functional Requirement Table
Module

RGB LED Status Indicator

Inputs

● Operating Status

Outputs

● LED light

Functionality LED indicates robot operation status by color.
Table 5: Level 1 RGB LED Status Indicator Functional Requirement Table
Module

Combat Robot Chassis and Weapon System

Inputs

● Motion Motor Control
● Weapon Motor Control

Outputs

● Chassis/Weapon Feedback

Functionality Controls start up, shut down, and movement of weapon.
Table 6: Level 1 Combat Robot Chassis and Weapon System Functional Requirement Table
[AS, TT]
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3.2.1.1.3 Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram with Functional Requirement Table
The level 2 block diagrams are an expansion of the level 1 diagram. Figure 4 shows the
level 2 hardware block diagram for the embedded system of the autonomous combat robot.

Figure 4: Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram for Control System
[TW]
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The level 2 functional requirement table, indicating the third-level inputs and outputs of
the fully autonomous combat robot, are shown in Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 below.
Module

RC Receiver Board

Inputs

● Wireless Signal

Outputs

● PWM Signal

Functionality Transfers the RC signal to the microcontroller.
Table 7: Level 2 RC Receiver Board Functional Requirement Table
Module

Team 7B Micro-controller

Inputs

● Team 7A Autonomous Signal
● RC control signal (manual)
● 3.3V (power)

Outputs

● GPIO (for status LEDs)
● PWM (for motor control)
● LED Control

Functionality Accepts inputs from Team 7A’s autonomous signal and the manual control
signal from the RC receiver and translates them into motor control signals and
LED status indicators..
Table 8: Level 2 Microcontroller Hardware Functional Requirement Table
Module

Weapon and Drive Motor Controller

Inputs

● PWM Signal
● Forward/Reverse bit (hi/lo)
● 24V (power)

Outputs

● Variable motor speed and torque.

Functionality Converts PWM signals into variable motor speed control via voltage averaging
and duty cycles.
Table 9: Level 2 Motor Controller Hardware Functional Requirement Table
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Module

LED Status Indicators

Inputs

● GPIO

Outputs

● Visual Indication

Functionality Accepts GPIO from microcontroller and gives a visual indication of various
functions (power on, emergency stop, manual/autonomous mode).
Table 10: Level 2 LED Status Indicators Functional Requirement Table
[AS]
Figure 5 shows the level 2 hardware block diagram for the power system of the
autonomous combat robot.

Figure 5: Level 2 Hardware Block Diagram for Power System
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The level 2 functional requirement table, indicating the third-level inputs and outputs of
the fully autonomous combat robot, are shown in Tables 11, 12, 13, and 14 below.
Module

Battery and Charger System

Inputs

● Wall Outlet

Outputs

● 24V DC Rail Output

Functionality Charges the Battery Cells. Feeds 24V to the Power Distribution System.
Includes Proper Fusing to Avoid Short Circuit Hazard
Table 11: Level 2 Battery and Charger System Functional Requirement Table
Module

Central Power Board

Inputs

● 24V DC Rail

Outputs

● 24V DC
● 5V DC
● 3.3V DC

Functionality Efficiently converts 24V DC to 5V and 3.5V DC to supply the various sensors
and controllers of the robot.
Table 12: Level 2 Central Power Board Functional Requirement Table
Module

Weapon and Drive Motor Controllers

Inputs

● 24V DC
● Control Signal from Microcontroller

Outputs

● Variable power input to motors

Functionality Supplies power to the motors.
Varies motor speeds depending on microcontroller input.
Table 13: Level 2 Weapon and Drive Motor Controllers Functional Requirement Table
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Module

Motors

Inputs

● Variable power inputs from motor controllers

Outputs

● Torque
● Speed (RPM)

Functionality Moves the robot (drive motors)
Moves the weapon (weapon motors)
Table 14: Level 2 Motors Functional Requirement Table
[TW]
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Figure 6 shows the level 3 hardware block diagram for the control system of the
autonomous combat robot. Note that each motor has a DIO and PWM signal. This is a
requirement of the motor controllers. The PWM signal sets the speed of the motors and the DIO
sets the direction (forward or reverse). Table 15 shows what the four LEDs are for.

Figure 6: Level 3 Hardware Block Diagram for Control System
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LED Signal Name

Purpose

Power LED

Lights if the combat bot is receiving power.

Aut. LED

Lights if the combat bot is in autonomy mode.

E-Stop LED

Lights if the e-stop button is pressed.

Attack LED

Lights if the robot is in autonomy mode and is in motion to
attack an opponent.
Table 15: LED Indicators
[TT]

3.2.1.2 Hardware Overview and Schematics
Figures 7 and 8 show the schematic for the control system of the combat robot. The same
microprocessor (PIC32MZ2048EFH064) and backplane connector as Team 7A were chosen for
system compatibility and ease of integration. Opto-isolators (TCMT1103-OPTO) were placed in
between the microprocessor and the motor controllers. The remainder of the circuitry includes
necessary signal connections between the rest of the circuitry of the control system and the
microprocessor, as well as the suggested microcontroller set-up from the datasheet. Table 16
shows the explanation for each signal name.
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Figure 7: Control System Hardware Schematic - Backplane Connector
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Figure 8: Control System Hardware Schematic - Microprocessor
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Signal Name

Purpose

DIO_LDM

DIO output from PIC for left drive motor controller. Indicates direction of motor
(forward or reverse).

DIO_RDM

DIO output from PIC for right drive motor controller. Indicates direction of motor
(forward or reverse).

DIO_WM

DIO output from PIC for weapon motor controller. Indicates direction of motor
(forward or reverse).

OC2_LDM

PWM output from PIC for left drive motor, done through the second output compare
module. Indicates speed of motor.

OC1_RDM

PWM output from PIC for right drive motor, done through the first output compare
module. Indicates speed of motor.

OC3_WM

PWM output from PIC for weapon motor, done through the third output compare
module. Indicates speed of motor.

LED_PWR

DIO output from PIC for the power LED. Lights if the combat bot is receiving
power.

LED_AUT

DIO output from PIC for the autonomy LED. Lights if the combat bot is in
autonomy mode.

LED_ESTOP

DIO output from PIC for the e-stop LED. Lights if the e-stop button is pressed.

LED_ATTACK

DIO output from PIC for the attack LED. Lights if the robot is in autonomy mode
and is in motion to attack an opponent.

IC1

PWM input to PIC from RC controller receiver.

IC2

PWM input to PIC from RC controller receiver.

IC3

PWM input to PIC from RC controller receiver.

IC4

PWM input to PIC from RC controller receiver.

IC5

PWM input to PIC from RC controller receiver.

IC6

PWM input to PIC from RC controller receiver.

UART_RX

UART input (receiving module) to PIC from team 7A. Will give autonomy
instructions such as angle, drive mode, orientation, etc.

Table 16: Control System Signals
[TT]
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Figures 9 and 10 are the hardware schematic for the power system and backplane. This
board is responsible for supplying Team 7B’s control system board, Team 7A’s control system
board, the LEDs, the RC receiver, and the sensor array with power. In addition, this is where all
of the routing and connectors will be implemented to maintain a compact, efficient, and
noise-free electrical system. This is all one board, but it is broken into two parts for readability.

Figure 9: Power System and Backplane Schematic - Voltage Regulators
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Figure 10: Power System and Backplane Schematic - Connectors
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The voltage regulator portion of this board called for the design of DC/DC converters that
could meet the following requirements:
1) Maintain 3.3V and 5V outputs as the battery rail varies from 20V-30V. This is due to the
expected changes in battery voltage as the battery system charges and discharges.
2) Pass a minimal amount of noise to the sensitive electronics such as sensors and
microcontrollers.
3) Regulate voltage efficiently.
4) Output enough current to supply all the electronics of Team 7A and Team 7B.
To achieve these requirements, the Texas Instruments LMZ13610TZ switching regulator
was selected. While three-terminal devices were suggested for simplicity, their inefficient nature
and the requirement of being able to run on battery power for 4 minutes at full load made them a
poor choice. A big advantage of the TI regulators is their ability take a variable voltage input and
maintain a constant voltage output with very low switching losses.
After opting for switching regulators, it was decided that three should be used - 1 3.3V
regulator and 2 5V regulators. This was done due to the high anticipated current draw of the
Lidar sensor from Team 7A.
Next, a resistive and capacitive network had to be designed based on the datasheet of the
switching regulators in order to achieve the appropriate voltage output, voltage output rise time
(power on cycle), and voltage output ripple. A sufficiently chosen feedback resistor network to
pin 7 of these devices was crucial in deciding the output voltage, as the device is
feedback-dependant. In addition, a biasing resistor between pins 1 and 2 and pin 4 had to be
chosen to keep the device switching properly under varying loads.
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Finally, in order to meet noise requirements, two 330uF output capacitors were chosen,
and placeholders for a pi-filter were added. The output capacitors smooth the output voltage to
avoid damaging electronics downstream, but they also act as low-pass filters. The pi filter on the
output of the switching regulators is a placeholder that gives the ability to implement LR, RC, or
LRC filters easily. While initial analysis has deemed additional filters unnecessary, further
experimentation may call for them once the board is constructed. For that reason, the footprints
are there.
Moving on to the connector schematic, the purpose of these connectors is to efficiently
route power, io, and control, and communication signals where they need to go. While there is
not much electrical analysis to be done on the connectors themselves, this segment of the board
required a fair amount of thought to lay it out efficiently, and will require further geometric
analysis and knowledge of IEEE standards when routing the board in the build and test phase of
the project.
Figure 11 below shows the basic layout of the connector with pins labelled with their
corresponding signals.
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Figure 11: Backplane Connector Layout
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Note that pins across from each other will be connected when soldered onto the board (ex. pin
120 and pin 60).
With the board design out of the way, the motors and motor controllers were to be
selected. After considering a few different options for motors, the Ampflow E30-150 motor was
selected for the weapon motors. This motor has been selected because it produces 85 oz-in of
torque nominally, and over 700 oz-in of torque in a stall (note that the stall condition is not likely
to be reached, but it IS capable of producing far more torque than acceleration calculations
accounted for). This motor is also capable of a top speed of 5600 rpm when given a 24V signal.
This meets our requirements of 5000 rpm for the desired top speed of 10 mph. This motor has
also been selected for the weapon for simplicity’s sake. Ideally, a higher torque motor could be
used for the weapon for more force (f=m*a where acceleration is based on torque), but for
budgetary reasons, a higher torque motor may not be possible to use.
After selecting the motors, the motor controller had to be selected. Motor torque is based
directly off of current while motor speed is based directly off of voltage. Looking at the motor
datasheets, it was determined that the nominal current draw of the motors could be 10A, but the
stall current could be as high as 60A. To accommodate this, any motor controller selected had to
be able to pass enough current to achieve a good torque rating (roughly ~30A maximum) and
able to pass or limit the full draw of the motor. In addition, a motor controller has to be able to
withstand the full rail voltage (nominally 24V). For these reasons, the Cytron MD30C was
selected. This motor controller can pass up to 30A and will current limit to safe levels (30A) if
the motor attempts to draw more current. It is also capable of accepting a 30V input, which will
allow it to handle the rail voltage without failure. In addition, the motor controller is easy to
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interface with - taking only a PWM signal (speed control) and a 3.3V logic “hi” or “lo” signal
(for forward or reverse) from a microchip. The MD30C is also relatively inexpensive ($31).
[TT]
3.2.2 Software Overview
The software includes choosing between autonomous or manual modes, which was
decided for safety reasons. Once chosen, the software must translate autonomous/manual mode
signals into motion commands. Autonomous mode signals will be provided by the Sensing and
Navigation Team in the form of UART. They will go through a look-up table and then be
converted into appropriate signals for motor control. Manual mode signals will be provided by
the RC controller in the form of PWM. They will be measured, scaled and ultimately converted
into pwm signals for motor control. Furthermore, the software is responsible for accounting for
emergency stop, visual status indicators, and robot orientation. The below flowcharts represent
an overview of the software design of the combat bot.
[AS, TT, TW]
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3.2.2.1 Software Flowcharts
The below sections show the software flowcharts for the system.
[TT]
3.2.2.1.1 Level 0 Software Flowchart
The level 0 software flowchart indicates the top-level inputs and outputs of the fully
autonomous combat robot. Figure 12 shows the level 0 flowchart for DT07B’s part of the
autonomous combat robot.

Figure 12: Level 0 Software Flowchart
[AS]
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3.2.2.1.2 Level 1 Software Flowchart
The level 1 block diagram is an expansion of the level 0 diagram. Figures 13, 14, and 15
show the level 1 flowcharts for DT07B’s part of the autonomous combat robot.

Figure 13: Level 1 Software Flowchart
[AS, TT]
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Figure 14: Level 1 Weapon Control Flowchart
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Figure 15: Level 1 Motion Control Flowchart
[TT]
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3.2.2.2 Pseudocode
Below shows the pseudocode for the decision and actualization algorithms.
[TT]
//receive/accept 3 UART signals from DT07A
//signal 1: angle theta
//signal 2: speed
//signal 3: are we upside down or not?
//receive/accept 1 PWM signal from the RC Controller receiver
//Decide Autonomous or Manual mode
//

Manual mode function

//

Use Manual mode if:

//

1: Robot is upside down

//

OR

//

2: RC controller toggle switch is flipped to manual mode

//

OR

//

3: RC controller toggle switch is flipped to autonomous mode BUT a manual
signal is received (Manual Override)

//

if both Autonomous and Manual signals are received, then listen to the
manual signal

//Insert Manual mode function here
//

Autonomous mode function

//

Use Autonomous mode if:
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//

1: Robot is not upside down

//

AND

//

2: RC controller toggle switch is flipped to autonomous mode

//

AND

//

3: No manual signal is received

//Insert Autonomous mode function here
//Insert Weapon Activation function here
//Insert Drive Instructions function here
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------//Main Function
//Initialize variables
//

if in autonomous mode:

//

1: Turn on Autonomous mode LED indicator

//

2: Call Weapon Activation function

//

3: Call Drive Instructions function

//

elseif in manual mode:

//

1: Call Weapon Activation function

//

2: Call Drive Instructions function

//
//

else
Activate Watchdog reset

//
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//Turn on LEDs
//

if in autonomous mode:

//
//

Turn on autonomous mode LED
if robot is on:

//
//

Turn on robot power LED (Manual mode enabled)
if robot detects enemy:

//
//

Turn on enemy detected LED
if robot loses communication:

//

Turn on E-stop LED

//
//Create a PWM signal to send to the Drive and Weapon motors
//Insert main function here
//Interrupts
//

Watchdog reset

//

Emergency stop (from RC controller) if:

//

Connection between robot and controller is lost
[AS]

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

// Initialize functions
bool decideMode(bool, bool);
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void command_drive_motors(bool, bool, bool, bool, double, int);
void command_weapon_motor(bool, bool, bool, bool);

int main(){
// Initialize variables
bool aut_mode = 0;

// Indicates if autonomy mode is in use

bool man_toggle = 1;

// Indicates if manual mode toggle button was pressed

bool man_signal = 1;

// Indicates if receiving a manual mode signal

bool e_stop = 0;

// Indicates if e-stop activated

bool upside_down = 0;

// Indicates if bot is upside down

bool weapon_off_toggle = 0;

// Indicates if weapon is turned off

bool oc_weapon = 0;

// Indicates if weapon motor is in overcurrent mode

bool oc_left_motor = 0;

// Indicates if left drive motor is in overcurrent mode

bool oc_right_motor = 0;

// Indicates if right drive motor is in overcurrent mode

// Global variables
double angle;
int motion_type;

// Set power LED

while (1) {
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// Read angle, speed, orientation, and other errors from autonomy (DT07A)
// Set variables
// upside_down;
// Read data from RC controller
// Set variables
// e_stop
// LED for status of RC controller

// Decide between manual and autonomy mode
aut_mode = decideMode(man_toggle, man_signal);

// Data conversion so that autonomy and PWM can be fed into the same calculations/table,
and edit BD
// Command drive motors
command_drive_motors(e_stop, upside_down, oc_left_motor, oc_right_motor, angle,
motion_type);

// Turn weapon motor on or off
command_weapon_motor(e_stop, upside_down, weapon_off_toggle, oc_weapon);
}
return 0;
}
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// Decide between manual and autonomy mode
bool decideMode(bool man_toggle_1, bool man_signal_1) {
// Initialize variables
bool aut_mode_1 = 0;
bool aut_LED = 0;

// If RC manual mode toggle button is pressed, set manual mode
if (man_toggle_1 == 1) {
aut_mode_1 = 0;
}
// Otherwise, if receiving a manual signal, set manual mode
else if (man_signal_1 == 1) {
aut_mode_1 = 0;
}
// Otherwise, set autonomous mode
else {
aut_mode_1 = 1;
}

// Convert autonomy/manual mode into angle and motion type that can be processed the same
way for both cases
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// Set angle
// Set motion_type

// Set mode LED pin to indicate if in autonomy mode
aut_LED = aut_mode_1;

// Turn autonomy LED on/off
// Turn attacking LED on/off

return aut_mode_1;
}

// Command drive motors
void command_drive_motors(bool e_stop_1, bool upside_down_1, bool oc_left_motor_1, bool
oc_right_motor_1, double angle_1, int motion_type_1) {
// Initialize variables
double left_motor_speed = 0;
int left_motor_dir = 1;

// Duty cycle

// Forward

double right_motor_speed = 0; // Duty cycle
int right_motor_dir = 1;

// Forward

double temp_1 = 0;

// For flipping robot directions

double temp_2 = 0;

// For flipping robot directions
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// If e-stop button is pressed, turn motors off
if (e_stop_1 == 1) {
left_motor_speed = 0;
right_motor_speed = 0;
}
// Otherwise...
else {
// Put angle_1 and motion_type_1 through lookup table to set motor speed and directions
// Set left_motor_speed
// Set right_motor_speed

// If over current protection needed, run motor at 70% of full speed
if (oc_left_motor == 1) {
left_motor_speed = 0.7 * left_motor_speed;
}
else if (oc_right_motor == 1) {
right_motor_speed = 0.7 * right_motor_speed;
}

// If upside down, flip motor direction
if (upside_down_1 == 1) {
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// Flip left and right directions
temp_1 = left_motor_speed;
left_motor_speed = right_motor_speed;
right_motor_speed = temp_1;

// Flip forward and reverse directions
temp_2 = left_motor_dir;
left_motor_dir = right_motor_dir;
right_motor_dir = temp_2;
}
}

// Send direction and PWM to motor controller for left and right motors
return;
}
// Turn weapon motor on or off
void command_weapon_motor(bool e_stop_1, bool upside_down_1, bool weapon_off_toggle_1,
bool oc_weapon_1) {
// Initialize variables
bool direction = 1;
int motor_speed = 0;

// Forward
// Duty cycle
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// If e-stop button is pressed, turn motor off
if (e_stop_1 == 1) {
motor_speed = 0;
}
// Otherwise, if upside down, turn motor off
else if (upside_down_1 == 1) {
motor_speed = 0;
}
// Otherwise, if RC weapon off toggle button is pressed, turn motor off
else if (weapon_off_toggle_1 == 1) {
motor_speed = 0;
}
// Otherwise, if over current protection needed, run motor at 70% of full speed
else if (oc_weapon_1 == 1) {
motor_speed = 0.7;
}
// Otherwise, run motor at full speed
else {
motor_speed = 1;
}

// Send direction and PWM to motor controller
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return;
}
[TT]
3.2.3 Mechanical Overview
Through research trade studies (see Appendix) and video research of various combat
robotics competitions, the team has decided to design a hybrid between the wedge and drum
weapon systems. The decision to use a wedge in addition to a drum was made primarily because
wedge bots have an advantage over many because they can get under the opponent robot and
avoid the opponent's weapon or disabling them by flipping them. The drawback of a wedge alone
is if the enemy robot is designed to drive on both top and bottom the wedge is not likely to
disable the robot. Wedges alone generally do not inflict critical damage.
The proposed design will add a drum weapon mechanism to the wedge design. This will
allow the robot to inflict critical damage to the underside of the opponent’s robot. The team’s
hybrid design will have the robustness and defensive capabilities of a wedge, but have the
damaging capabilities of a drum weapon system. This is because, as mentioned previously, the
wedge is good primarily for avoiding the opponent's weapons and flipping the opponent but not
inflicting the damage needed to destroy or disable the opponent.
Using a wedge-drum hybrid will allow for all of the benefits of the wedge, but will also
provide a mechanism which will be able to actually disable or destroy the opposing robot. This
hybrid design will support the implementation of the intercept or escape algorithms.
[CH, TT, TW]
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Figure 16 and 17 below shows a rendition of the mechanical design. The team plans on
moving much of the body of the LiDAR sensor into the chassis to protect them. The drum
spinner has been made a small width to enable fast speed up times and increase impact delivery
force by minimizing the distribution of the impact.

Figure 16: Mechanical Design - Isometric View

Figure 17: Mechanical Design - Planar View
[FA, CH, AS, TT, TW]
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4. Parts List
Qty

Value

Device

Parts

Description

8

0.1uF

CAP0805

C1, C35, C37, C38, C39, C40, C41, C42

Capacitor

1

PCIMALE

J1

Card Edge Connector

1

Pic_Prog
1

Header 5

Pic Programming Header

1

100

R-US_R0
805

R12

Resistor

1

10k

R-US_R0
805

R13

Resistor

1

10

R-US_R0
805

R59

Resistor

3

TCMT11
03-OPTO

U$1, U$2, U$3

Optoisolator- NPN output

1

PIC32MZ
2048EFH
064

U$5

Microprocessor, TQFP64

1

SWCH-11
966

S2

Switch

1

KC2520B

U$9

KC2520B

1

USB-MIN
IM-5PIN

U$11

Mini-USB “B” connector with 5th pin
broken

Table 17: Control Board BOM
[TT]
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Qty

Value

Device

Parts

Description

4

M03

LMOTOR, RMOTOR, ULTRASONIC,
WMOTOR

AMP QUICK CONNECTOR

2

M05

GYRO, LIDAR

AMP QUICK CONNECTOR

1

M08

RC_RECIEVER

AMP QUICK CONNECTOR

1

M09

LED_BOARD

AMP QUICK CONNECTOR

2

PCIFEMA
LE

J1, J2

Card Edge Connector

3

0.47uF

CAP0805

CSS_VR1, CSS_VR2, CSS_VR3

Capacitor

9

10uF

CAP0805

CIN1_VR1, CIN1_VR2, CIN1_VR3,
CIN2_VR1, CIN2_VR2, CIN2_VR3,
CIN3_VR1, CIN3_VR2, CIN3_VR3

Capacitor

6

1k

R-US_R0
805

RF1_VR1, RF1_VR2, RF1_VR3,
RF2_VR1, RF2_VR2, RF2_VR3

RESISTOR, American symbol

6

330uF

CAP0805

COUT1_VR1, COUT1_VR2,
COUT1_VR3, COUT2_VR1,
COUT2_VR2, COUT2_VR3

Capacitor

1

3507594

3507594

BATTERYCONNECTOR

Universal MATE-N-LOK .250 Centerline, 600
V, 19 - 36 A max"

3

LMZ136
10TZ/N
OPB

LMZ1361
0TZ/NOP
B

VREG1, VREG2, VREG3

BUCK, SYNC, ADJ, 10A, TO-PMOD-11

3

1k

R-US_R0
805

REN_VR1, REN_VR2, REN_VR3

RESISTOR, American symbol

6

0.047uF

CAP0805

CIN1_VRFLTR1, CIN1_VRFLTR2,
CIN1_VRFLTR3, CIN2_VRFLTR1,
CIN2_VRFLTR2, CIN2_VRFLTR3

Capacitor

3

0.001uH

INDUCT
OR-0805
-3.3UH

LIN_VRFILTR1, LIN_VRFILTR2,
LIN_VRFILTR3

Inductors

6

1K

R-US_R0
805

RIN1_VRFLTR1, RIN1_VRFLTR2,
RIN1_VRFLTR3, RIN2_VRFLTR1,
RIN2_VRFLTR2, RIN2_VRFLTR3

RESISTOR, American symbol

Table 18: Power Board/Backplane BOM [TW]
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Qty

Suggested Vendor

Vendor Part Number

Description

3

AmpFlow

E30-150

Weapon and Drive Motors

2

Cytron

MDS40B

Motor Controllers - Drive

1

Cytron

MD30C

Motor Controllers - Weapon

2

Revolectrix

B435 YS5000-6S-XP

Batteries

2

Turnigy

9466000015-0

Charger

Table 19: General Electrical System BOM
[AS, TT]
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5. Project Schedules

Figure 18: Gantt Chart Fall 2018
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Figure 19: Gantt Chart Spring 2019
[AS]
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AJ Szabo

Tanya Tebcherani

Tristin Weber

9/23

- Researched lidars and found a few
possible lidars we could use
* Scanse lidar
* rplidar
- Discussed motor control with Tristin
- Edited preliminary report, defining
team B
- Brainstorming on software block
diagrams
- Looking into how to make (or buy if
possible) a watchdog board
- Worked with SOuRCe to create an on
campus student organization
* We are officially a student
organization as of Tuesday, 9/25/18, and
we have an orgsync page
* In the process of requesting funding
for travel, parts, etc.

- Previously worked on sensor selection
(lidar and proximity)
- Edited preliminary report’s marketing
requirements and block diagrams with the
team
- Brainstorming on further hardware block
diagram breakdown
* Level 2 and level 3, to be completed
when able to discuss as a team
* Preliminary list of pins/features
necessary in MCU, and what parts are
needed to interface with the various
devices -- will be continued to the point
where parts can be chosen and
calculations can be performed
- Very low-level brainstorming of some
software needed in the form of state
machine diagrams

- Selected potential batteries to supply the
robot with power. Created excel sheet to
estimate runtime and risk of overcurrent.
Found several batteries that meet
requirements
- Working with mechanical team to find
motors that meet their torque requirements
but stay within power limitations of
batteries
- Researching motor controller for weapon
motor. Drive motors have controllers built
into them.

9/30

- Met on Saturday with Tristin and
Tanya to work on the Midterm Design
Report
* Completed Software and Hardware
Block diagrams and Functional
Requirement Tables
* Completed Design Requirements
- Created a software diagram
(pseudocode) rough draft showing the
structure of what I will be coding

- Met with Team 7B to work on midterm
design report
- Assisted in software block diagram
- Split up team tasks
- Began reformatting of report
- Created rough draft of software block
diagram for drive/weapon motor
algorithms
- Brainstormed/noted actual code
implementation idea for drive/weapon
motor algorithms

- Met with Dr. Elbuluk to learn more
about DC-DC converters for the power
system
- Produced power system block diagram
and pondered electrical safety
implementation
- Assisted in software block diagram
- Met with Team 7A to finalize their
“power budget” for how many watts their
system is allowed to produce
- Formulated power system design
requirements

10/7

- Edited the decision algorithm
pseudocode block diagram based on
changes from Team 7A
- Helped make changes to decision
algorithm
- Worked on midterm report and
PowerPoint presentation

- Recreated weapon and motion control
algorithms based on changes from Team
7A
- Helped make changes to decision
algorithm
- Worked on midterm report and
presentation

-Discussed software algorithms
-Revisited motor selection

10/14

- Helped create poster
- Practiced midterm presentation
- Helped with the midterm Report
- Created a software flowchart (used in
the Midterm report and presentation)

- Helped create poster (specifically, wrote
software theory of operation)
- Practiced for presentation
- Worked on how the software algorithm
will actually be implemented in code
(potentially using binary code and case
statements with interrupts as needed)
- Researched encoders and how to pick
one

- Picked Batteries
- Hardware Diagrams
- Midpoint Presentation/Report
- EE Rep. To COE budget Presentation
- Greg’s powerpoint

10/21

- Worked on Project poster
- Prepared for midterm presentation

- Worked on Project poster
- Prepared for midterm presentation

- Worked on Project poster
- Prepared for midterm presentation

10/28

- RC Controller Research

- Updated software theory of operation on

- Design Requirements
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- Software “Skeleton” Code
- Familiarize with UART

poster
- Researched encoders/how they work
- Researched designing a filter to convert
PWM to DC voltage - to the point where
it can be designed

- Switching Converter Lookup
- Found Power MOSFETS
- Selected Microcontroller
- Drive Motor Controllers

11/4

- RC Controller Research
- Software “Skeleton” Code
- Familiarize with UART

- Created control system schematic block
diagram
- Began schematic for control system
- Updated and formatted midterm report
- Confirmed team member roles

- Design Requirements
- Switching Converter Lookup
- Found Power MOSFETS
- Selected Microcontroller
- Drive Motor Controllers

11/11

- RC Controller Research
- Software “Skeleton” Code
- Familiarize with UART

- Working on finalizing control system
schematic and connectors
- Test!

- Design Requirements
- Switching Converter Simulations
- Power System Schematics
- Backplane layout
- Drive Motor Controller Interfacing

11/20

- Worked on the Final Written Report

- Worked on the Final Written Report

- Worked on the Final Written Report

Table 20: Week by Week Updates (9/23 - 11/20)
[AS, TT, TW]
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6. Design Team Information
Andrew Szabo, Computer Engineer - Software Lead.
● LED software
● Decision algorithm software
● RC controller interface hardware and software
Tanya Tebcherani, Electrical Engineer - Team Lead, Archivist.
● Control algorithm software
● E-stop software
● Embedded controller system hardware
Tristin Weber, Electrical Engineer - Hardware Lead.
● LED hardware
● Overcurrent protection hardware (and other safety features)
● Power supply design
● Motor controller interface design
● Motor and battery selection
[AS, TT, TW]
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7. Conclusion and Recommendations
In conclusion, the majority of the design of the combat robot has been completed. The
team has created various hardware and software block diagrams showing the theory behind the
team’s plan of implementation. Parts have been chosen and parts request forms have been
submitted. Schematics and pseudocode have also been created. For the final semester of senior
design, Team 7B is ready to move on to physically building the robot in terms of hardware, and
programming the PIC in terms of software. Finally, Team 7B must also merge their work with
Team 7A and the mechanical team to create a functioning combat robot.
[AS, TT]
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9. Appendices
9.1 Software Code
9.1.1 Header Files
9.1.1.1 config.h
// Configuration Bits
// DEVCFG3
#pragma config USERID = 0xFFFF
#pragma config FMIIEN = ON
#pragma config FETHIO = ON
#pragma config PGL1WAY = ON
#pragma config PMDL1WAY = ON
#pragma config IOL1WAY = ON
#pragma config FUSBIDIO = ON

// Enter Hexadecimal value (Enter Hexadecimal value)
// Ethernet RMII/MII Enable (MII Enabled)
// Ethernet I/O Pin Select (Default Ethernet I/O)
// Permission Group Lock One Way Configuration (Allow only one reconfiguration)
// Peripheral Module Disable Configuration (Allow only one reconfiguration)
// Peripheral Pin Select Configuration (Allow only one reconfiguration)
// USB USBID Selection (Controlled by the USB Module)

// DEVCFG2
#pragma config FPLLIDIV = DIV_2
// System PLL Input Divider (2x Divider)
#pragma config FPLLRNG = RANGE_8_16_MHZ // System PLL Input Range (8-16 MHz Input)
#pragma config FPLLICLK = PLL_FRC
// System PLL Input Clock Selection (FRC is input to the System PLL)
#pragma config FPLLMULT = MUL_4 //128 // System PLL Multiplier (PLL Multiply by 128)
#pragma config FPLLODIV = DIV_2
// System PLL Output Clock Divider (2x Divider)
#pragma config UPLLFSEL = FREQ_24MHZ // USB PLL Input Frequency Selection (USB PLL input is 24 MHz)
// DEVCFG1
#pragma config FNOSC = FRCDIV
// Oscillator Selection Bits (Fast RC Osc w/Div-by-N (FRCDIV))
#pragma config DMTINTV = WIN_127_128 // DMT Count Window Interval (Window/Interval value is 127/128 counter value)
#pragma config FSOSCEN = ON
// Secondary Oscillator Enable (Enable SOSC)
#pragma config IESO = ON
// Internal/External Switch Over (Enabled)
#pragma config POSCMOD = HS
// Primary Oscillator Configuration (HS osc mode)
#pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF
// CLKO Output Signal Active on the OSCO Pin (Disabled)
#pragma config FCKSM = CSDCMD
// Clock Switching and Monitor Selection (Clock Switch Enabled, FSCM Enabled)
#pragma config WDTPS = PS1048576
// Watchdog Timer Postscaler (1:1048576)
#pragma config WDTSPGM = STOP
// Watchdog Timer Stop During Flash Programming (WDT stops during Flash
programming)
#pragma config WINDIS = NORMAL
// Watchdog Timer Window Mode (Watchdog Timer is in non-Window mode)
#pragma config FWDTEN = ON
// Watchdog Timer Enable (WDT Enabled)
#pragma config FWDTWINSZ = WINSZ_25 // Watchdog Timer Window Size (Window size is 25%)
#pragma config DMTCNT = DMT31
// Deadman Timer Count Selection (2^31 (2147483648))
#pragma config FDMTEN = ON
// Deadman Timer Enable (Deadman Timer is enabled)
// DEVCFG0
#pragma config DEBUG = OFF
// Background Debugger Enable (Debugger is disabled)
#pragma config JTAGEN = ON
// JTAG Enable (JTAG Port Enabled)
#pragma config ICESEL = ICS_PGx1
// ICE/ICD Comm Channel Select (Communicate on PGEC1/PGED1)
#pragma config TRCEN = ON
// Trace Enable (Trace features in the CPU are enabled)
#pragma config BOOTISA = MIPS32
// Boot ISA Selection (Boot code and Exception code is MIPS32)
#pragma config FECCCON = OFF_UNLOCKED // Dynamic Flash ECC Configuration (ECC and Dynamic ECC are disabled
(ECCCON bits are writable))
#pragma config FSLEEP = OFF
// Flash Sleep Mode (Flash is powered down when the device is in Sleep mode)
#pragma config DBGPER = PG_ALL
// Debug Mode CPU Access Permission (Allow CPU access to all permission regions)
#pragma config SMCLR = MCLR_NORM // Soft Master Clear Enable bit (MCLR pin generates a normal system Reset)
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#pragma config SOSCGAIN = GAIN_2X
#pragma config SOSCBOOST = ON
#pragma config POSCGAIN = GAIN_2X
#pragma config POSCBOOST = ON
#pragma config EJTAGBEN = NORMAL

// Secondary Oscillator Gain Control bits (2x gain setting)
// Secondary Oscillator Boost Kick Start Enable bit (Boost the kick start of the oscillator)
// Primary Oscillator Gain Control bits (2x gain setting)
// Primary Oscillator Boost Kick Start Enable bit (Boost the kick start of the oscillator)
// EJTAG Boot (Normal EJTAG functionality)

// DEVCP0
#pragma config CP = OFF

// Code Protect (Protection Disabled)

// SEQ3
#pragma config TSEQ = 0xFFFF
#pragma config CSEQ = 0xFFFF

// Boot Flash True Sequence Number (Enter Hexadecimal value)
// Boot Flash Complement Sequence Number (Enter Hexadecimal value)

// DEVADC0
#pragma config ADCFG = 0x0FFFFFFF // Enter Hexadecimal value (Enter Hexadecimal value)
// DEVSN0
#pragma config SN = 0x0FFFFFFF

// Enter Hexadecimal value (Enter Hexadecimal value)

// #pragma config statements should precede project file includes.
// Use project enums instead of #define for ON and OFF.

9.1.1.2 defines.h
#define SYS_CLK 8000000L
#define PWM_FREQ 20000
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9.1.1.3 functions.h
// UART4
void init_UART4(void);
char rx4(void);
// IC1_y
void init_IC1(void);
float read_buf_IC1(void);
float calc_perc_IC1(float);
float y_out(void);
// IC2_x
void init_IC2(void);
float read_buf_IC2(void);
float calc_perc_IC2(float);
float x_out(void);
// IC3_w
void init_IC3(void);
float read_buf_IC3(void);
float w_out(void);
// IC4_estop
void init_IC4(void);
float read_buf_IC4(void);
float estop_out(void);
// IC5_am
void init_IC5(void);
float read_buf_IC5(void);
float aut_out(void);
// IC_Misc
void init_IC(void);
float calc_ms(float);
// OC1_RDM_PWM
void init_rdm_pwm(void);
void dc_rdm_pwm(float);
void dig_rdm_pwm(int);
// OC2_LDM_PWM
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void init_ldm_pwm(void);
void dc_ldm_pwm(float);
void dig_ldm_pwm(int);
// OC3_WM_PWM
void init_wm_pwm(void);
void dc_wm_pwm(float);
void dig_wm_pwm(int);
// Auto_Mode
void autonomous_control(short int, short int);
// Man_Mode
void manual_RC_control(float, float);
// Misc
void init_osc(void);
void delay(int);
void estop(void);
// LEDs
void init_LEDs(void);
void LED_attack(int);
void LED_estop(int);
void LED_autonomy(int);
void LED_power(int);
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9.1.2 Source Files
9.1.2.1 Auto_Mode.c
// Include Header Files
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
//for fabs, sin, cos functions
#include "functions.h"
#include "defines.h"
void autonomous_control(short int th, short int dr) {
float theta = th;
float drive = dr;
float rad;
float A = 0;
float B = 0;
float R = 0;
float L = 0;
float X;
float Y;
float rm_speed;
float lm_speed;
// Convert theta to radians
rad = ((M_PI/180) * theta) - M_PI/2;
// Calculate X & Y from angle
// if (theta < -90 || theta > 90) {
if (theta < 0 || theta > 180) {
X = 0;
Y = 0;
}
//else if (theta >= -90 && theta <= -45) {
else if (theta >= 0 && theta <= 45) {
X = -100;
Y = 100 * tan(M_PI/2 + rad);
}
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//else if (theta > -45 && theta < 0) {
else if (theta > 45 && theta < 90) {
X = -100 * tan(-1 * rad);
Y = 100;
}
//else if (theta >= 0 && theta <= 45) {
else if (theta >= 90 && theta <= 135) {
X = 100 * tan(rad);
Y = 100;
}
//else if (theta > 45 && theta <= 90) {
else if (theta > 135 && theta <= 180) {
X = 100;
Y = 100 * tan(M_PI/2 - rad);
}
//NEED TO ADD A FEW STEPS FOR SCALING IN HERE
X = (X)*(-1);
// If going backwards, flip y-axis
if (drive == 180) {
Y = (Y)*(-1);
}
A = (100-fabs(X)) * (Y/100) + Y; //intermittent calculations
B = (100-fabs(Y)) * (X/100) + X;
R = (A + B) / 2;
//% Left and % Right Found Here
L = (A - B) / 2;
//Determine motor speeds and output to global variable
rm_speed = (R * 0.01);
lm_speed = (L * 0.01);
// Output PWM
dc_rdm_pwm(rm_speed);
dc_ldm_pwm(lm_speed);
}
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9.1.2.2 IC1_y.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "functions.h"
// Initialize IC1
void init_IC1(void) {
// Initialize RPD1 for IC1
TRISDbits.TRISD1 = 1;
IC1Rbits.IC1R = 0b0000;

// Input
// IC1 on RPD1 (P51), elevator

// Initialize IC1
IC1CONbits.SIDL = 0;
IC1CONbits.FEDGE = 1;
IC1CONbits.C32 = 0;
IC1CONbits.ICTMR = 0;
IC1CONbits.ICI = 0b01; //
IC1CONbits.ICM = 0b110; // change to 001 for not simple mode // Capture every rising and
falling edge
IC1CONbits.ON = 1;
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC1IF_MASK;
IPC1bits.IC1IP = 6; // Priority (highest?)
IPC1bits.IC1IS = 0; // Sub priority?
IEC0bits.IC1IE = 1; // Enable IC1 interrupts
}
// Read IC1 buffer
float read_buf_IC1(void) {
float ic1_1;
float ic1_2;
float ic1_t;
// Read timer value at rising edge
ic1_1 = IC1BUF;
// Read timer value at falling edge
ic1_2 = IC1BUF;
// Clear interrupt flag
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC1IF_MASK;
// Calculate time high
ic1_t = ic1_2 - ic1_1;
return ic1_t;
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}
// Convert time high (ms) to percent (range from -100 to 100%)
float calc_perc_IC1(float ms_val_IC1) {
float perc_IC1;
// (ms value - center value) / [(highest ms value - center ms value) / 100]
// Only one equation is needed because lowest and highest ms values from the center are the
same (symmetric)
perc_IC1 = (ms_val_IC1-1.5)/0.006;
if (perc_IC1 < 1 && perc_IC1 > -1) {
perc_IC1 = 0.001;
}
return perc_IC1;
}
// Output percent for y-axis on RC controller
float y_out(void) {
float tmr_val_IC1;
float tmr_val_ms_IC1;
float y_output;
// If flag is high
if (IFS0bits.IC1IF == 1) {
// Read buffer for time high
tmr_val_IC1 = read_buf_IC1();
// If timer didn't overflow
if (tmr_val_IC1 > 0) {
// Convert time high (timer value) to ms
tmr_val_ms_IC1 = calc_ms(tmr_val_IC1);
// Convert ms to %
y_output = (calc_perc_IC1(tmr_val_ms_IC1));
return y_output;
}
}
}
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9.1.2.3 IC2_x.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "functions.h"
// Initialize IC2
void init_IC2(void) {
// Initialize RPD4 for IC2
TRISDbits.TRISD4 = 1;
IC2Rbits.IC2R = 0b0100;

// Input
// IC2 on RPD4 (P40), aileron

// Initialize IC1
IC2CONbits.SIDL = 0;
IC2CONbits.FEDGE = 1;
IC2CONbits.C32 = 0;
IC2CONbits.ICTMR = 0;
IC2CONbits.ICI = 0b01; //
IC2CONbits.ICM = 0b110; // change to 001 for not simple mode // Capture every rising and
falling edge
IC2CONbits.ON = 1;
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC2IF_MASK;
IPC2bits.IC2IP = 5; // Priority (highest?)
IPC2bits.IC2IS = 0; // Sub priority?
IEC0bits.IC2IE = 1; // Enable IC2 interrupts
}
// Read IC2 buffer
float read_buf_IC2(void) {
float ic2_1;
float ic2_2;
float ic2_t;
// Read timer value at rising edge
ic2_1 = IC2BUF;
// Read timer value at falling edge
ic2_2 = IC2BUF;
// Clear interrupt flag
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC2IF_MASK;
// Calculate time high
ic2_t = ic2_2 - ic2_1;
return ic2_t;
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}
// Convert time high (ms) to percent (range from -100 to 100%)
float calc_perc_IC2(float ms_val_IC2) {
float perc_IC2;
// If joystick above center
if (ms_val_IC2 > 1.55) {
// (ms value - center value) / [(highest ms value - center ms value) / 100]
perc_IC2 = (ms_val_IC2-1.55)/0.0055;
}
// If joystick below center
else {
// (ms value - center value) / [(lowest ms value - center ms value) / 100]
perc_IC2 = (ms_val_IC2-1.55)/0.0066;
}
if (perc_IC2 < 1 && perc_IC2 > -1) {
perc_IC2 = 0.001;
}
return perc_IC2;
}
// Output percent for y-axis on RC controller
float x_out(void) {
float tmr_val_IC2;
float tmr_val_ms_IC2;
float x_output;
// If flag is high
if (IFS0bits.IC2IF == 1) {
// Read buffer for time high
tmr_val_IC2 = read_buf_IC2();
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// If timer didn't overflow
if (tmr_val_IC2 > 0) {
// Convert time high (timer value) to ms
tmr_val_ms_IC2 = calc_ms(tmr_val_IC2);
// Convert ms to %
x_output = calc_perc_IC2(tmr_val_ms_IC2);
return x_output;
}
}
}
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9.1.2.4 IC3_w.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "functions.h"
// Initialize IC3
void init_IC3(void) {
// Initialize RPD2 for IC3
TRISDbits.TRISD2 = 1;
IC3Rbits.IC3R = 0b0000;

// Input
// IC3 on RPD2 (P6), gear

// Initialize IC3
IC3CONbits.SIDL = 0;
IC3CONbits.FEDGE = 1;
IC3CONbits.C32 = 0;
IC3CONbits.ICTMR = 0;
IC3CONbits.ICI = 0b01; //
IC3CONbits.ICM = 0b110; // change to 001 for not simple mode // Capture every rising and
falling edge
IC3CONbits.ON = 1;
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC3IF_MASK;
IPC3bits.IC3EIP = 4; // Priority (highest?)
IPC3bits.IC3EIS = 0; // Sub priority?
IEC0bits.IC3IE = 1; // Enable IC1 interrupts
}
// Read IC3 buffer
float read_buf_IC3(void) {
float ic3_1;
float ic3_2;
float ic3_t;
// Read timer value at rising edge
ic3_1 = IC3BUF;
// Read timer value at falling edge
ic3_2 = IC3BUF;
// Clear interrupt flag
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC3IF_MASK;
// Calculate time high
ic3_t = ic3_2 - ic3_1;
return ic3_t;
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}
// Output percent for y-axis on RC controller
float w_out(void) {
float tmr_val_IC3;
// If flag is high
if (IFS0bits.IC3IF == 1) {
// Read buffer for time high
tmr_val_IC3 = read_buf_IC3();
// If timer didn't overflow
if (tmr_val_IC3 > 0) {
if (tmr_val_IC3 > 4300 && tmr_val_IC3 < 4350) {
return 1;
}
else if (tmr_val_IC3 > 7700 && tmr_val_IC3 < 7750) {
return 2;
}
}
}
}
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9.1.2.5 IC4_estop.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "functions.h"
// Initialize IC4
void init_IC4(void) {
// Initialize RPD3 for IC4
TRISDbits.TRISD3 = 1;
IC4Rbits.IC4R = 0b0000;

// Input
// IC4 on RPD3 (P67), throttle

// Initialize IC4
IC4CONbits.SIDL = 0;
IC4CONbits.FEDGE = 1;
IC4CONbits.C32 = 0;
IC4CONbits.ICTMR = 0;
IC4CONbits.ICI = 0b01; //
IC4CONbits.ICM = 0b110; // change to 001 for not simple mode // Capture every rising and
falling edge
IC4CONbits.ON = 1;
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC4IF_MASK;
IPC5bits.IC4IP = 3; // Priority (highest?)
IPC5bits.IC4IS = 0; // Sub priority?
IEC0bits.IC4IE = 1;
// Enable IC4 interrupts
}
// Read IC4 buffer
float read_buf_IC4(void) {
float ic4_1;
float ic4_2;
float ic4_t;
// Read timer value at rising edge
ic4_1 = IC4BUF;
// Read timer value at falling edge
ic4_2 = IC4BUF;
// Clear interrupt flag
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC4IF_MASK;
// Calculate time high
ic4_t = ic4_2 - ic4_1;
return ic4_t;
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}
// Output percent for y-axis on RC controller
float estop_out(void) {
float tmr_val_IC4;
// If flag is high
if (IFS0bits.IC4IF == 1) {
// Read buffer for time high
tmr_val_IC4 = read_buf_IC4();
// If timer didn't overflow
if (tmr_val_IC4 > 0) {
if (tmr_val_IC4 >= 7080) {
return 1;
}
else if (tmr_val_IC4 <= 4960) {
return 2;
}
else {
return 3;
}
}
}
}
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9.1.2.6 IC5_am.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "functions.h"
// Initialize IC5
void init_IC5(void) {
// Initialize RPD9 for IC5
TRISDbits.TRISD9 = 1;
IC5Rbits.IC5R = 0b0000;

// Input
// IC5 on RPD9 (P70) rutter

// Initialize IC5
IC5CONbits.SIDL = 0;
IC5CONbits.FEDGE = 1;
IC5CONbits.C32 = 0;
IC5CONbits.ICTMR = 0;
IC5CONbits.ICI = 0b01; //
IC5CONbits.ICM = 0b110; // change to 001 for not simple mode // Capture every rising and
falling edge
IC5CONbits.ON = 1;
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC5IF_MASK;
IPC6bits.IC5EIP = 2; // Priority (highest?)
IPC6bits.IC5EIS = 0;
// Sub priority?
IEC0bits.IC5IE = 1;
// Enable IC4 interrupts
}
// Read IC5 buffer
float read_buf_IC5(void) {
float ic5_1;
float ic5_2;
float ic5_t;
// Read timer value at rising edge
ic5_1 = IC5BUF;
// Read timer value at falling edge
ic5_2 = IC5BUF;
// Clear interrupt flag
IFS0CLR = _IFS0_IC5IF_MASK;
// Calculate time high
ic5_t = ic5_2 - ic5_1;
return ic5_t;
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}
// Output percent for y-axis on RC controller
float aut_out(void) {
float tmr_val_IC5;
// If flag is high
if (IFS0bits.IC5IF == 1) {
// Read buffer for time high
tmr_val_IC5 = read_buf_IC5();
// If timer didn't overflow
if (tmr_val_IC5 > 0) {
//autonomy = right on joystick
if (tmr_val_IC5 >= 7160) {
return 2;
}
//manual = left on joystick
else if (tmr_val_IC5 <= 4570) {
return 1;
}
else {
return 3;
}
}
}
}
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9.1.2.7 IC_Misc.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "defines.h"
void init_IC(void) {
// Initialize TMR3
T3CONbits.SIDL = 0;
T3CONbits.TGATE = 0;
T3CONbits.TCKPS = 0b000;
T3CONbits.ON = 1;

// 1:1 prescale value (2 MHz / 1 = timer ticks at 2 MHz)

PR3 = 0xFFFF;
// Multi-vector interrupts
INTCONbits.MVEC = 1;
init_IC1();
init_IC2();
init_IC3();
init_IC4();
init_IC5();
}
float calc_ms(float t_val) {
float ms_val;
int long tmr_clk;
tmr_clk = SYS_CLK / 2;
ms_val = t_val/tmr_clk * 1000;
return ms_val;
}
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9.1.2.8 LEDs.c
// Include Header Files
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "functions.h"
//Global Variables
extern float wm_current_speed;
extern float filt_aut;
void init_LEDs(void) {
// Initialize digital output
TRISEbits.TRISE1 = 0;
// Output (P61)
TRISEbits.TRISE2 = 0;
// Output (P62)
TRISEbits.TRISE3 = 0;
// Output (P63)
}
// Turn E-stop LED on
void LED_estop(int on){
if (on == 1) {
PORTEbits.RE2 = 0;
}
else if (on == 0) {
PORTEbits.RE2 = 1;
}
}
// Turn Autonomy LED on
void LED_autonomy(int on){
if (on == 1) {
PORTEbits.RE3 = 0;
}
else if (on == 0) {
PORTEbits.RE3 = 1;
}
}
// Turn Power LED on
void LED_power(int on){
if (on == 1) {
PORTEbits.RE1 = 0;
}
else if (on == 0) {
PORTEbits.RE1 = 1;
}
}
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9.1.2.9 Man_Mode.c
// Include Header Files
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
//for fabs()
#include "functions.h"
extern float upside_down;
//Convert Controller Right Joystick to 2-Wheel Motion
void manual_RC_control(float X, float Y) {
float A = 0;
float B = 0;
float R = 0;
float L = 0;
float rm_speed;
float lm_speed;
// If upside down, flip y-axis
if (upside_down == 1) {
Y = Y*(-1);
}
if (Y < -60){
//Fixes reverse turns. - Tristin
X = X*(-1);
}
//NEED TO ADD A FEW STEPS FOR SCALING IN HERE
X = (X)*(-1);
A = (100-fabs(X)) * (Y/100) + Y;
B = (100-fabs(Y)) * (X/100) + X;
R = (A + B) / 2;
L = (A - B) / 2;

//intermittent calculations
//% Left and % Right Found Here

//Determine motor speeds and output to global variable
rm_speed = (R * 0.01);
lm_speed = (L * 0.01);
// Output PWM
dc_rdm_pwm(rm_speed);
dc_ldm_pwm(lm_speed);
}
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9.1.2.10 Misc.c
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
//for fabs()
#include "defines.h"
extern float rdm_current_speed;
extern float ldm_current_speed;
extern float wm_current_speed;
extern float rdm_inc_val;
extern float ldm_inc_val;
extern float wm_inc_val;
extern float filt_aut;
// Initialize oscillator to 8MHz
void init_osc(void) {
OSCCONbits.COSC = 0b111; // 8 MHz clock, maybe?
OSCTUN = 0;
// Keep it at 8 MHz, don't tune it up or down
}
// Delay of unknown time
void delay(int num) {
int i = 0;
while (i < 125000 * num) {
i++;
};
}
void estop(void) {
float duty = 0;
LED_estop(1);
while (rdm_current_speed != 0) {
//added by tristin for soft start
if (duty < (rdm_current_speed - rdm_inc_val/100)) {
rdm_current_speed = rdm_current_speed - rdm_inc_val/100;
}
else if (duty > (rdm_current_speed + rdm_inc_val/100)){
rdm_current_speed = rdm_current_speed + rdm_inc_val/100;
}
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else {
rdm_current_speed = duty;
}
OC1RS = (PR2 + 1) * (fabs(rdm_current_speed));
}
while(ldm_current_speed != 0) {
//added by tristin for soft start
if (duty < (ldm_current_speed - ldm_inc_val/100)) {
ldm_current_speed = ldm_current_speed - ldm_inc_val/100;
}
else if (duty > (ldm_current_speed + ldm_inc_val/100)){
ldm_current_speed = ldm_current_speed + ldm_inc_val/100;
}
else {
ldm_current_speed = duty;
}
OC2RS = (PR2 + 1) * (fabs(ldm_current_speed));
}
OC9RS = 0;
/*
while(wm_current_speed != 0) {
//added by tristin for soft start
if (duty < (wm_current_speed - wm_inc_val)) {
wm_current_speed = wm_current_speed - wm_inc_val;
}
else if (duty > (wm_current_speed + wm_inc_val)){
wm_current_speed = wm_current_speed + wm_inc_val;
}
else {
wm_current_speed = duty;
}
OC9RS = (PR2 + 1) * (fabs(wm_current_speed));
}*/
}
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9.1.2.11 newmain1.c
// Include Header Files
#include <proc/p32mz2048efh100.h>
#include "config.h"
#include "defines.h"
#include "functions.h"
//Global Variables
float estp;
float upside_down = 0;
float filt_aut = 1;
float spec = 0;

// Start right-side up (0 or 1)
// Start in manual mode (1 or 2)

float rdm_current_speed = 0;
float ldm_current_speed = 0;
float wm_current_speed = 0;
float rdm_inc_val;
float ldm_inc_val;
float wm_inc_val;
int main(void) {
// RC Controller Variables
float RC_x;
float RC_y;
float RC_w;
float RC_aut = 0;
float RC_estop = 1; // (1 or 2)?
// Filter variables
float filt_RC_x = 0;
float filt_RC_y = 0;
// Aut Variables
int i;
short int degree;
short int drive;
// Extra variables
float act_estop = 0;
char rec = 'p';

// E-stop activation feature (DON'T TOUCH THIS!!!)
// Variable that stores the character UART receives, default is stop
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int reci;
// Initializations
init_osc();
init_IC();
init_rdm_pwm();
init_ldm_pwm();
init_wm_pwm();
init_LEDs();
init_UART4();
while(1) {
// Set power LED high to show PIC is functioning
LED_power(1);
// Read from RC Controller
RC_x = x_out();
RC_y = y_out();
RC_w = w_out();
RC_aut = aut_out();
RC_estop = estop_out();
// Read UART
if (IFS5bits.U4RXIF == 1) {
reci = rx4();
if ((reci > 179) && (reci != 183)) {
drive = reci;
}
else {
degree = reci;
}
IFS5CLR = _IFS5_U4RXIF_MASK;
}
// Read UART
if (IFS5bits.U4RXIF == 1) {
reci = rx4();
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if ((reci > 179) && (reci != 183)) {
drive = reci;
}
else {
degree = reci;
}
IFS5CLR = _IFS5_U4RXIF_MASK;
}
/*
// Search mode
if (rec == 's') {
degree = 90;
drive = 181;
}
// Upside down
else if (rec == 'u') {
degree = -90;
drive = 181;
}
// Stop
else if (rec == 'p') {
degree = 0;
drive = 181;
}
// Full speed forward
else if (rec == 'f') {
degree = 0;
drive = 182;
}
// Full speed backwards (reverse)
else if (rec == 'b') {
degree = 0;
drive = 180;
}
// 45 degrees to the right, forward
else if (rec == 'r') {
degree = 45;
drive = 182;
}
// 45 degrees to the left, forward
else if (rec == 'l') {
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degree = -45;
drive = 182;
}
*/
// If e-stop functionality off
if (act_estop == 0) {
// Set e-stop functionality to on.
if (RC_estop == 2) {
act_estop = 1;
}
// No e-stop, continue with code
else {
// If upside down, manual mode
if (upside_down == 1) {
filt_aut = 1;
}
// If right-side up, continue
else { // upside_down == 0
// Set autonomy or manual
if(RC_aut == 1 || RC_aut == 2) {
filt_aut = RC_aut;
}
}
// Set weapon on or off
if ((RC_w == 1 || RC_w == 2)) {
dc_wm_pwm(RC_w);
}
// Set soft start increments
if (filt_aut == 1) { // Manual mode
wm_inc_val = 0.03;
rdm_inc_val = 0.03;
ldm_inc_val = 0.03;
}
else {
// Autonomous mode
wm_inc_val = 0.03;
rdm_inc_val = 0.03;
ldm_inc_val = 0.03;
}
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// Manual mode
if (filt_aut == 1) {
// Turn autonomy LED off
LED_autonomy(0);
// Filter x & y components
if (RC_x != 0.000000) {
filt_RC_x = RC_x;
}
if (RC_y != 0.000000) {
filt_RC_y = RC_y;
}
// Set drive motor speeds
if (filt_RC_x != 0 && filt_RC_y != 0) {
manual_RC_control(filt_RC_x, filt_RC_y);
// Reset filtering variables
filt_RC_x = 0;
filt_RC_y = 0;
}
}
// Autonomous mode
else { // filt_aut == 2
// Turn autonomy LED on
LED_autonomy(1);
// Robot is upside down
//if (degree == -90 && drive == 181) {
if (degree == 183 && drive == 181) {
spec = 1;
upside_down = 1;
dc_wm_pwm(1);
}
// Stop
//else if (degree == 183 && drive == 181) {
else if (degree == 90 && drive == 181) {
spec = 1;
dc_rdm_pwm(0);
dc_ldm_pwm(1);
//dc_wm_pwm(7700);
}
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// Search mode (turn in place)
//else if (degree == 90 && drive == 181) {
else if (degree == 180 && drive == 181) {
spec = 1;
dc_rdm_pwm(0.5);
dig_rdm_pwm(0);
dc_ldm_pwm(0.5);
dig_ldm_pwm(0);
//dc_wm_pwm(7700);
}
// Set autonomy speed
else {
if (degree != 0) {
spec = 0;
if (degree == 183) {
degree = 0;
}
autonomous_control(degree, drive);
//dc_wm_pwm(7700);
}
}
}
}
}
// If e-stop functionality on
else {
// e-stop
if (RC_estop != 1) {
estp = 2;
estop();
}
// Reset e-stop functionality when e-stop turned off
else {
act_estop = 0;
estp = 1;
filt_aut = 1; //put in manual
// Turn e-stop LED off
LED_estop(0);
}
}
}
}
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9.1.2.12 OC1_RDM_PWM.c
// Include Header Files
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
//for fabs()
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "defines.h"
#include "functions.h"
//Global Variables
extern float rdm_current_speed;
extern float rdm_inc_val;
extern float filt_aut;
extern float spec;
void init_rdm_pwm(void) {
// Initialize digital output
ANSELEbits.ANSE4 = 0;
// No analog
TRISEbits.TRISE4 = 0;
// Output (P64)
/*
ANSELBbits.ANSB13 = 0;
// No analog
TRISBbits.TRISB13 = 0;
// Output (P28)
*/
// Initialize RPB14 for OC1
ANSELBbits.ANSB14 = 0;
// No analog
TRISBbits.TRISB14 = 0;
// Output
RPB14Rbits.RPB14R = 0b1100; // P29
// Initialize OC1
OC1CONbits.SIDL = 0;
OC1CONbits.OC32 = 0;
OC1CONbits.OCTSEL = 0;
OC1CONbits.OCM = 0b110;
OC1CONbits.ON = 1;
// Set motor speed off
PR2 = (SYS_CLK / (2 * PWM_FREQ)) - 1;
OC1RS = 0;
}
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// Set weapon motor duty cycle
void dc_rdm_pwm(float duty) {
if (duty > 0.15) {
duty = 0.15;
}
else if (duty < -0.15) {
duty = -0.15;
}
//added by tristin for soft start
if (duty < (rdm_current_speed - rdm_inc_val)) {
rdm_current_speed = rdm_current_speed - rdm_inc_val;
}
else if (duty > (rdm_current_speed + rdm_inc_val)){
rdm_current_speed = rdm_current_speed + rdm_inc_val;
}
else {
rdm_current_speed = duty;
}
if (filt_aut == 1 || (filt_aut == 2 && spec == 0)) {
//Determine direction of motors "0" for reverse "1" for forward - CAN BE ALTERED IF
NEEDED
if (rdm_current_speed >= 0) {
dig_rdm_pwm(1);
}
else {
dig_rdm_pwm(0);
}
}
OC1RS = (PR2 + 1) * (fabs(rdm_current_speed));
}
// Set direction of weapon (1 = forward, 0 = backward)
void dig_rdm_pwm(int forward) {
PORTEbits.RE4 = forward;
}
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9.1.2.13 OC2_LDM_PWM.c
// Include Header Files
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
//for fabs()
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "defines.h"
#include "functions.h"
extern float ldm_current_speed;
extern float ldm_inc_val;
extern float filt_aut;
extern float spec;
void init_ldm_pwm(void) {
// Initialize digital output
ANSELBbits.ANSB9 = 0;
// No analog
TRISBbits.TRISB9 = 0;
// Output (P28)
// Initialize RPD5 for OC2 (THIS SHOULD BE RPB6 ON CONTROL BOARD)
//ANSELDbits.ANSD5 = 0;
// No analog
TRISBbits.TRISB6 = 0;
// Output
RPB6Rbits.RPB6R = 0b1011; // P17
// Initialize OC1
OC2CONbits.SIDL = 0;
OC2CONbits.OC32 = 0;
OC2CONbits.OCTSEL = 0;
OC2CONbits.OCM = 0b110;
OC2CONbits.ON = 1;
// Set motor speed off
PR2 = (SYS_CLK / (2 * PWM_FREQ)) - 1;
OC2RS = 0;
}
// Set weapon motor duty cycle
void dc_ldm_pwm(float duty) {
if (duty > 0.15) {
duty = 0.15;
}
else if (duty < -0.15) {
duty = -0.15;
}
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//added by tristin for soft start
if (duty < (ldm_current_speed - ldm_inc_val)) {
ldm_current_speed = ldm_current_speed - ldm_inc_val;
}
else if (duty > (ldm_current_speed + ldm_inc_val)){
ldm_current_speed = ldm_current_speed + ldm_inc_val;
}
else {
ldm_current_speed = duty;
}
if (filt_aut == 1 || (filt_aut == 2 && spec == 0)) {
//Determine direction of motors "0" for reverse "1" for forward - CAN BE ALTERED IF
NEEDED
if (ldm_current_speed >= 0) {
dig_ldm_pwm(0);
}
else {
dig_ldm_pwm(1);
}
}
OC2RS = (PR2 + 1) * (fabs(ldm_current_speed));
}
// Set direction of left drive motor (1 = forward, 0 = backward)
void dig_ldm_pwm(int forward) {
PORTBbits.RB9 = forward;
}
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9.1.2.14 OC3_WM_PWM.c
// Include Header Files
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
//for fabs()
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "defines.h"
#include "functions.h"
//Global Variables
extern float wm_current_speed;
extern float wm_inc_val;
extern float filt_aut;
// Initialize weapon motor PWM module
void init_wm_pwm(void) {
// Initialize PWM pins
TRISDbits.TRISD5 = 0;
// Output
RPD5Rbits.RPD5R = 0b1101; // P23
// Initialize oscillator
OSCCONbits.COSC = 0b111; // 8 MHz clock, maybe?
OSCTUN = 0;
// Keep it at 8 MHz, don't tune it up or down
// Initialize Timer2
// Input to timer 2 is clock frequency / 4 (8 MHz/4 = 2 MHz)
T2CONbits.SIDL = 0;
T2CONbits.TGATE = 0;
T2CONbits.TCKPS = 0b000; // 1:1 prescale value (2 MHz / 1 = timer ticks at 2 MHz)
T2CONbits.T32 = 0;
T2CONbits.ON = 1;
// Initialize OC9
OC9CONbits.SIDL = 0;
OC9CONbits.OC32 = 0;
OC9CONbits.OCTSEL = 0;
OC9CONbits.OCM = 0b110;
OC9CONbits.ON = 1;
// Set motor speed off
PR2 = (SYS_CLK / (2 * PWM_FREQ)) - 1;
OC9RS = 0;
}
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// Set weapon motor duty cycle
void dc_wm_pwm(float on) {
float duty;
if (on == 1) {
duty = 0;
}
// 7700
// 2
else if ((on != 1) && (on != 0)) {
duty = 0.10;
}
/*
//added by tristin for soft start
if (duty < (wm_current_speed - wm_inc_val)) {
wm_current_speed = wm_current_speed - wm_inc_val;
}
else if (duty > (wm_current_speed + wm_inc_val)){
wm_current_speed = wm_current_speed + wm_inc_val;
}
else {
wm_current_speed = duty;
}
OC9RS = (PR2 + 1) * (fabs(wm_current_speed));
* */
OC9RS = (PR2 + 1) * duty;
}
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9.1.2.15 UART4.c
// Include Header Files
#include <p32xxxx.h>
#include "defines.h"
// Initialize UART1 module
void init_UART4(void) {
// Initialize pin for RX
U4RXRbits.U4RXR = 0b1000; // Set UART1 RX to RPF3
TRISFbits.TRISF3 = 1;
// Input
//U1MODEbits.SIDL = 0;
int long pbClk = SYS_CLK / 2;
U4MODEbits.BRGH = 0;
U4BRG = pbClk /(16 * 9600) - 1;
U4STAbits.UTXEN = 1;
// Enable TX pin
U4STAbits.URXEN = 1;
// Enable RX pin
U4MODEbits.PDSEL = 0b00;
U4MODEbits.STSEL = 0;
U4MODEbits.ON = 1;
// Enable
// Enable interrupts
IFS5CLR = _IFS5_U4RXIF_MASK;
IPC42bits.U4RXIS = 1; // Priority (highest?)
IPC42bits.U4RXIP = 0; // Sub priority?
IEC5bits.U4RXIE = 1; // Enable IC1 interrupts
}
int rx4(){
while(!U4STAbits.URXDA);
return U4RXREG;
}
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9.2 Board schematics
9.2.1 Control Board schematics
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9.2.2 Power Board schematics
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9.3 Useful links
Link for Harmony tutorials:
http://microchipdeveloper.com/harmony:new-harmony-project-details
Link for the PIC32MZ datasheet:
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/60001320E.pdf
Link for Drive Motor Controller Datasheet:
https://www.robotshop.com/media/files/images3/md30cusersmanual_1_.pdf
Link for Opto-Isolator Datasheet:
https://www.mouser.com/datasheet/2/427/tcmt1100-103040.pdf
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9.4 Pictures
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